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1 Technical program description

DiMol2D is a program that enables the interactive visualization of two di-
mensional Molecular Dynamics and illustrates from an atomistic standpoint
the basic concepts of thermodynamics and phase transitions.

The program solves the equations of motion for a system of particles in
two dimensions interacting with truncated and shifted Lennard-Jones inter-
action

u(r) = f(r)− f(Rc) if r < Rc (1)
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and u(r) = 0 otherwise. The quantities σ and ε will be the units of length and
energy. The value of the interaction cutoff Rc can be interactively modified
within the program so that the potential can be made purely repulsive or
attractive at will.

The following systems can be modeled using DiMol2D:

• Bulk pure fluids and solids with repulsive or attractive interactions.

• Symmetric binary mixtures, in which uAA = uBB and the number of
particles of each component is identical.
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Figure 1: How to change the JavaTMstack size under Windows 2003TM.

• Symmetric ternary mixtures, in which uAA = uBB = uCC , uAB =
uBC = uAC and the number of particles of each component is identical.

• Any of the above systems confined between two lateral walls that in-
teract with the particles with a truncated and shifted Lennard-Jones
interaction

uw(r) = fw(r)− f(Rcw) if r < Rcw (2)
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where Rcw and εw are the interaction cutoff and well depth respectively.
Both quantities can be interactively set in the program.

• Any of the above systems confined between two horizontal walls with
a repulsive wall particle interaction given by Eq.(2) and Rcw = 1.165.
As an option, a gravitational field of intensity 0.02 –in program units–
can be added when the horizontal walls are present.
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The equations of motion are solved using a leapfrog velocity Verlet algorithm[1]
in which the velocities and positions are updated according to

vix(t + dt/2) = vix(t− dt/2) + dtfix(t) (3)

rix(t + dt) = rix(t) + dtvix(t + dt/2) (4)

and similarly for the y-component of velocities and trajectories. Here dt is
the time step for the integration (set to 0.005 within the program), t is the
time variable in program units (the mass m is also unit of mass, by which the

unit of time is
√

mσ2/ε). In these program units forces (which are calculated

as gradients of Eqs.(1) and (2)) are the same as accelerations. The velocities
of the particles will be related to the temperature by means of

T =
1

2N

N∑
i=1

v2
i (5)

where N is the number of particles and the temperature is given in units of
kB/ε, kB being Boltzmann’s constant. An ad hoc thermostate is included by
scaling the particle velocities so that Eq.(5) is fulfilled every time step. In
accordance with these definitions, the densities within the program refer to
number densities, i.e. number of particles per unit of volume (σ3).

Now, in addition to the visualization of the particle movement, the pro-
gram calculates a number of properties of interest.

• Pressure. This is calculated from the forces between particles using
the virial theorem [2] in bulk fluids or from the pressure exerted by the
particles against the walls when simulating confined fluids. A pressure
gauge on the lower corner of the main display panel indicates the value
of the pressure as the simulation proceeds.

• Pair distribution functions. The pair distribution function mea-
sures the probability of finding particles at a certain distance r of a
particle at the origin, normalized with the probability one would find
in an ideal gas (a system without interactions). In the case of mixtures
we will have like and unlike (i.e. gAA = gBB and gAB and similarly in
ternary mixtures) distribution functions. This quantities are computed
along the simulation and can be plotted accessing the program menus.

• Horizontal and vertical density profiles. This quantities are the
equivalent of the pair distribution functions when at the origin instead
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(a) Control Menu accessed pressing Right
Mouse Button

(b) Plots of various structural properties

Figure 2: Main display panel of DiMol2D 1.0.

of a particle we place a external wall. It will allow the user to visualize
quantitatively the degree of inhomogeneity induced by external walls
and gravitation.

From a more technical point of view, DiMol2D has two main components,
a JavaTMinterface which is in charge of handling the user interaction, visual-
ization and simulation control, and a core of precompiled Fortran 90 libraries
which take the burden of the numerical computations. JavaTMand Fortran
90 are interfaced using Sun’s Java Native Interface routinesTM[3].

Now that we have briefly described the scope of the program and its
internals we proceed to introduce the installation procedure.

2 Installation

As a prerequisite the program needs a Java Runtime EnvironmentTM(JRE)
preinstalled in the computer where it should be run. It has been tested with
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(a) Atom-atom interactions (b) Atom-wall

Figure 3: Interaction controls in DiMol2D 1.0.

Sun’s JRE 1.4.1 and superior (http://java.sun.com ) and with Blackdown
Java for Linux (http://www.blackdown.org/).

As system requirements, you should need a fast PC (PIV 1.5 GHz with
256 Mbytes of RAM or superior) and WindowsTM2000, 2003 or XP installed
or alternatively LinuxTMwith kernel 2.2 or superior. In what follows, we
describe in detail the steps to run the program in Windows (in Linux you
simply copy the files to a directory and run the bash script DiMol2D). In Win-
dows systems you can simply burn a CD with the distribution files and once
inserted in your computer the program will run automatically if Java is cor-
rectly installed. Alternatively you can copy the files to your hard disk and run
the program from the File Explorer double-clicking on the file DiMol2D.jar

which is part of the distribution. Once the main program panel is displayed
you can chose a temperature and a density from the panel sliders, press the
Right Mouse Button to access the Control Menu and start the program. You
should see the particles moving starting from a lattice configuration. If not,
that probably means you do not have sufficient stack for the execution of
large Java applications.

This can easily be corrected changing the preferences of the .jar files
association. In the WindowsTMFile Explorer go to Tools, Folder Options
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Figure 4: Phase diagram for bulk ternary mixtures

and choose the tab corresponding to File Types, locate JAR Executable Jar
File select it and click on Advanced. A new window opens and you must
select Edit and a window corresponding to Edit action will show up. In
the entry corresponding to Program used to perform the action change

"C:\Program Files\Java\j2re1.4.2_03\bin\javaw.exe" -jar "%1" %*

to

"C:\Program Files\Java\j2re1.4.2_03\bin\javaw.exe" -Xss1m -jar "%1" %*

The sequence of windows opened during these operations can be seen in
Figure 1 for a Spanish version of Windows Server 2003TM.

If the Regional settings of the Operating System are correct, the program
will display the text of the messages and help texts in English (default)
or Spanish. Other languages can easily be added and the authors would
be grateful to anyone willing to contribute to a translation of the program
messages.

3 Program presentation and access

Once the program is running, the user can always take control by pressing
the Right Mouse Button. This action prompts a PopUp Control Menu which
can be seen in the middle of the main panel in Figure 2a.
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(a) Gas phase (b) Liquid droplets and gas (c) Solid phase

Figure 5: Condensation and crystallization in simple systems

In order to start a simulation, the user must first choose a thermodynamic
state (i.e density and temperature) using the slider rulers located on the right
of the Main Panel. Additionally, from the Menu bar on top of the Main
Panel one can access the Simulation Type menu and the System Control

& Properties menu together with the online Help menu. In the former, the
user can choose the type of simulation is willing to run: pure substance,
mixtures, walls (lateral and horizontal), with or without gravity. In the
System Control & Properties menu the user can tune the interactions (by
changing the interaction range for atom-atom interactions and also the well
depth in the case of wall-atom interactions, cf. Figure (3)), choose a bond
distance to plot bonds between particles, chose the number of particles, and
print a snapshot.

The option Visualization synchrony allows the user to slow down the
simulation and it is useful for system with poor graphics. In this menu the
user can ask the program for a plot of pair distributions, density profiles
and the phase diagram (cf. Figures 2b and 4). Note that the phase dia-
grams provided in DiMol2D have been calculated for bulk systems with stan-
dard interactions, i.e. a cutoff Rc = 2.5 for like interactions and Rc = 1.12
for unlike interactions (pure repulsion). Finally, in the System Control &

Properties menu two additional options are provided to switch on and off
the visualization of particles and interparticle bonds.

Finally, in the Help menu, the user can access an interactive help with
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(a) Homogeneous gas mixture (b) Demixing in the liquid
phase

Figure 6: Phase separation in binary mixtures

the description of some computer experiments.

4 A few examples

Here we propose a few examples that illustrate the use of the program for
various systems of interest. Other examples can be found in the interactive
Basic Help.

4.1 Condensation and crystallization

Choose a high temperature, T = 1.4 and moderate density ρ = 0.2 and
observe the homogeneous distribution of particles in the gas phase. Lower
the temperature down to T = 0.4 and observe after a while the condensation
in liquid droplets in equilibrium with a low density gas. If the temperature is
further lowered down to T = 0.2 the system rapidly crystallizes. This can be
more clearly seen if the option Paint Bonds is activated in the Menu System

Control & Properties. The evolution of this experiment is illustrated in
Figure 5.
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4.2 Phase separation

Choose now a moderate density ρ = 0.2 and a high temperature, T = 1.2 (if
the program was previously running it must be first paused from the Control
PopUp Menu) and from the Simulation type menu choose Binary mixture.
The system equilibrates rapidly into a homogeneous equimolar mixture with
two types of particles. Now lower the temperature down to T = 0.4. After a
while you can see how the system condensates and demixes simultaneously,
developing droplets of A and B components in equilibrium with a gas. This
can be clearly seen in Figure 6.

4.3 Wetting in confined systems

We are back now to a one component system. In the menu Simulation
type choose Pure substance, Gravity and Lateral walls. Set the density
to 0.2 and the temperature to 1.4. You will see a now a homogenous one
component system confined in a box. If you lowered the temperature down
to 0.4 the particles form aggregates, condensate y precipitate, accumulating
on the bottom of the box. Some particles climb the lateral walls, illustrating
the wetting due to the attractive wall-particle interactions (cf. Figure 7a).
Now pause the simulation and access the System control & Properties menu.

(a) Confinement with attractive
walls: wetting

(b) Confinement with repulsive
walls: dewetting

Figure 7: Confinement within attractive and repulsive walls and gravity
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Modify the Interactions Wall-atom reducing the range of the interaction down
to 1.1 (i.e. pure repulsion). Continue the simulation and you will see the
concave meniscus disappear. The system exhibits the characteristic behavior
of liquids that do not wet the walls.
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